
CS A1: Connecting my work to 

Post-structuralism and the Language of Photography 

 

 

“I didn’t feel for Warhol the way Robert did. His work reflected a culture I wanted to avoid. I 

hated the soup and felt little for the can. I preferred an artist who transformed his time, not 

mirrored it.”  

Patti Smith, Just Kids, 2012 
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Introduction 

Sirens – an eleven-minute tale (2019) is a collaborative project between an OCA music student, 

Emma1, and myself, made after I volunteered for the OCA New Music Collective (NMC) organised by 

tutors Carla Reece and Caroline Wright. It is an audio-visual piece with original music accompanied 

by found footage downloaded from the internet. The visual element was edited on my phone and 

desktop computer, and makes use of editing techniques, filtration and paradigmatic comparisons. 

This practice is a continuation of earlier experimentation using easily accessible technology available 

and used daily by the general population. While sharing the work with other members of the NMC, 

an improvised ‘choir’ of live voices were added to the showing/performance during the final section 

of the film.  

 

A screenshot appropriated originally from Dialogue with Life by MPO Productions circa 1959/60 

downloaded from the internet and used in my own work, Origin of the Common-Place 2019 

In addition to the narrative content, Sirens, like my previous work Origin of the Common-Place, 

focuses on signifiers which relates to analogue film, despite it having been accessed, stored and 

edited digitally. Occasional burn holes in the filmstrip, jumps in the edit and other recognisable 

artefacts might at times suggest a sense of nostalgia. However, rather than, or perhaps in addition to 

lamenting time past, these signs also make reference to Baudrillard’s writing on simulation and 

simulacra – the constructed non-reality of the reality of modern life via modern media, where 

everything is lived on the surface, removed from the real but therefore rendered so. This may be 

                                                           
1 At Emma’s request, I have not included her surname. 
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reminiscent of techniques used by Adam Curtis in documentaries such as Bitter Lake (2015) or 

Hypernormalisation (2017) where vintage footage is also used to investigate our current reality. 

In this essay, the process of downloading digitised footage which was originally analogue and the act 

of appropriation are explored.  

1. Process and medium 

In Sirens and Origin of the Common-Place the medium, its source and transformative journey are as 

critical as the content. Marshall McLuhan’s mantra “the medium is the message” is relevant.  

1.a Feedback loops  

Fritjof Capra and Peri Luigi Luisi write in A Systems View of Life (2014) “Social systems produce 

material and non-material structures”, for example languages or culture (313) which can be thought 

of as alive. We are told they co-evolve and continually influence each other and that semantic 

structures are “embodiments of the shared meaning generated by the society’s networks.” (314) 

Not only are they dynamic, cultural and language systems are just as real2, powerful and substantive 

as any biological, concrete, or other physical entities.  

Additionally, “The influences of the material infrastructure on people’s behaviour and culture [i.e. 

expressed through art or popular culture] are especially significant in the case of technology.” (ibid) 

Technology in this instance encompasses all tools we humans have incorporated into our existence, 

such as using flint for making fires, the invention of wheels, the construction of clocks, the creation 

of film and television or smart phones. However, tools that have emerged out of the technological 

revolution (1950 onwards) are of particular interest as form is turned to code, negating fundamental 

differences between language materials, reducing all to “mere effects on the surface, or to put it 

better, the interface for the consumer”. (Kittler, 1999; 102).  

Furthermore, until recently language materials were predominantly considered in terms of 

exteriorisation only. Lately, that has become less certain as modern technology breaks down 

perceived barriers between inner consciousness and outer expression.  At the beginning of last 

century political states became aware of the power of montage in the production of propaganda and 

artists such as the Dadaists explored the implications of this fragmentation through their work. 

Today, political entities and marketeers utilise fluidity between data and social consciousness 

connected via social networks, as reported in the Cambridge Analytica narrative; something artists 

might investigate today.  

As the barriers between exterior and interior, or between physical and metaphysical break down, 

the feedback loops between each becomes more visible (an example of such in relation to social 

media might be known colloquially as an echo-chamber). In other words, we respond to the media 

we see, behave accordingly, and create more media to reinforce what we’ve seen. This process 

continues ad-infinitum.  In Sirens, there is a kind representation which plays with the idea of media 

and reality looping and feeding back on itself, and repeating, although temporality and time are 

disrupted by being sped up, played backwards, blended, and sections cut altogether, perhaps serving 

to disrupt the established loop, as well as express my frustrations.  

 

                                                           
2 There may an argument to suggest, since culture and language emerge from the physical systems which use 
them, they are part and parcel of those systems and not separate at all.  
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1.b Tautology 

In my proposal for Level 3, I said I would like to explore the language systems I grew up with, and 

which generated the social systems we live with today. From a personal point of view, this 

necessarily includes a feminist inquiry. However, it is hard to disagree with John Tagg, quoted in the 

OCA course folder (Alexander, 2013. 18) when he suggests that the discipline of photography can be 

guilty of failing to connect single issues to the institutions which facilitate them. What’s more, and 

perhaps related to a failure of language or perhaps a long-standing inferiority complex, academic 

documentary/art style photography, the sort we study here, seems prone to tautology. In Myth 

Today (trans.1984) Roland Barthes suggests tautology is ugly and “one takes refuge in tautology as 

one does in fear, or anger, or sadness, when one is at a loss for an explanation”.  As highlighted in 

previous coursework, current political rhetoric has produced several well-worn tautological 

statements; “Brexit is Brexit”, “a vote is a vote” (Field, 2016) and so it seems tautology may be 

characteristic of our own era, a time of chaos and frightening backward steps. Unfortunately, the 

tautological nature of photography can risk rendering some of it appearing bland or inconsequential, 

perhaps because it mirrors but offers no attempt to understand or deconstruct. A photographer who 

avoids this is Maisie Cousins who uses abjection when she places female flesh besides unusual 

objects or substances, thereby querying the place of women in media as well as exploring societies 

relationship with the feminine, without simply restating ‘it can be bit rubbish being a girl.’ 

 

Image from © Masie Cousins grass, peonie and bum 2017 (From photoworks.org.uk)  
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Since half way through Self and Other, with encouragement from previous tutor, Wendy McMurdo, I 

have been experimenting with moving image, often comparing it with still photography or ‘after 

photography’. I wonder if I am able to avoid tautology when working with moving image rather than 

still. Perhaps it is also most suitable for exploring the fluid nature of today’s structural reality 

informed by nebulous forms online which change and transform at the click of a mouse. What’s 

more, it reflects a trend in popular culture, which relies on audio-visual technology as it becomes 

cheaper and easier to use for everyone. Even when money is no object, as with advertising, we 

notice moving images where once we only saw stills. (And before that drawings, which suggests still 

photography may have been a very brief interlude in the journey that begun with cave drawing, 

developed to become printing, followed by the invention of mechanisation, and moving towards a 

total simulated reality).  

2. Appropriation 

 

Screenshot from Sirens – an eleven-minute tale, SJ Field and collaborator, 2019 

Hal Foster in The Return of the Real (1996) cites Barthes who felt art associated with post-

structuralism, such as pop art and appropriation, disconnects the signified from the signifier; and it 

not only “release[s] the image [or in the case of Sirens, moving images] from any deep meaning into 

the simulacral surface”,  it also removes the artist (ibid); possibly re-enforced in Sirens because the 

project is collaborative. Barthes’ death of authorship may be easier to accept than the suggestion 

that all meaning is negated leaving us with a zero sign. In Sirens and other appropriated work, it 
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might be argued, signification is transformed rather than nullified, even if the reader doesn’t 

particularly agree with or ‘like’ the altered content. That isn’t to say the deep meaning cannot 

become so hidden by a kind of ‘epigenetic3’ layer that we lose its original meaning altogether, such 

as with the word gay – happy, naughty – needy/one who owned nothing, villain - farmhand. Or else, 

a sign might become so embedded with cultural reference, its original meaning potentially 

disappears beneath new and updated resonance. For instance, “make [insert chosen country] ‘great’ 

again” does indeed carry signification particular to our own era, which would not have had the same 

connotations five, ten or twenty years ago. By appropriating the original film, Voyage to the Planet 

of Prehistoric Women (1967) to make Sirens, there was never any intention to drain it of meaning, 

merely to explore its meaning through an updated lens and to transform it by touching base with the 

historical references the film had appropriated in the first place.   

The collaborative nature of Sirens can be seen as another example of dissolving walls, modern-day 

fluidity, not only, as mentioned earlier between inner and outer worlds but also between individuals; 

systems which were perhaps previously considered closed but which might become viewed as open, 

as technology continues to penetrate or dissolve barriers.    

This is in addition to the act of appropriating, where boundaries pertaining to ownership are 

challenged and the overriding economic system disrupted. Of course, this is nothing new, and is also 

actively pursued as a legitimate (albeit debatable) part of internet culture, most noticeably with 

memes. The ease and speed with which we can transform meaning today is notable.  

Trauma 

Foster goes on to link appropriation to repetition which he bases on Lacan’s definition of ‘the real’. 

“Lacan defines the traumatic as a missed encounter with the real. As missed, the real cannot be 

represented; it can only be repeated, and indeed must be repeated.” (1996. 132) 

Foster says of Warhol’s work, “…repetition of images at once distances and rushes towards us” and 

“repetitions that fix on the traumatic real, that screen it [perhaps the filtration being an obvious 

example in Sirens], that produce it” (135) potentially lead to an expression or experience of the 

missed real. By ‘stealing’ an example of the sort of imagery women from my generation grew up 

with and repeating it, then literally re-repeating it several times in Sirens, Emma and I aimed to 

explore the language and feedback loops out of which a reality emerged, and hope to touch on 

something we might experience as ‘the real’. Existing in a capitalist and paternalistic society is 

arguably deeply traumatic for all concerned, regardless of gender and one hopes that the film 

manages to express something of that reality. Repetition flirts with tautology, but perhaps, in the 

case of my own work, various video-editing techniques help to transform rather than mirror.  

Conclusion 

Although Sirens may yet be a work in progress, it nevertheless seemed to have an impact on the 

people we showed it to. Continuing to play with appropriated footage which reminds me of some of 

the imagery I grew up with has allowed me to make work that is both personal and hopefully 

universal exploring the traumatic implications of being human in today’s world.  

 

                                                           
3 Epigenetics – the study of a second layer of code, less deeply embedded than the core genetic material, 
susceptible to environment, markers which can be altered within a systems lifetime.  
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Reflection 

Demonstration of subject based knowledge and understanding 

Probably a good place to begin L3 with and perhaps positive that I read beyond the usual academic 

range of photography books as it helps me to connect the subject of photography to the wider world 

Demonstration of research skills 

Here I have reinforced my current understanding of research already taken, and will no doubt need 

to demonstrate an ability to find and explore new avenues with greater depth. 

Demonstration of critical and evaluation skills 

I might have spent more time evaluating other people’s work in this essay but the small word count 

meant making compromises and I chose to describe my own work linking it to key ideas I am 

working with. I have made what some might consider bold statements – and that feels a little 

dangerous.  

Communication 

I have worked hard to learn to write in an academic style. Here, I did not shy away from first person 

as the essay is about my own work. However, I feel strongly that a subjective view should not be 

dismissed and look forward to discussions about this.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


